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ABSTRACT 
 
OBJECTIVE. The main purpose of this thesis was to evaluate the incidence, injury 
patterns and MRI and MDCT findings of the acute trauma patients with knee 
dislocation, patellar dislocation, Segond fracture and reverse Segond fracture, and 
also to examine dual-energy computed tomography in evaluating cruciate ligament 
injuries. 
  
MATERIALS AND METHODS. At a level 1 trauma center, emergency 
department acute trauma patients MDCT or MRI examinations were 
retrospectively evaluated for knee dislocation, patellar dislocation, reverse Segond 
fracture and Segond fracture. Pediatric population was not included in studies, 
expect in the patellar dislocation material. Surgical findings served as the reference 
standard for intra-articular injuries. In the DECT publication, a level 1 trauma 
center DECT examinations for acute knee trauma was reviewed by two radiologists 
for presence of cruciate ligament injuries, and the subsequent MRI served as a 
reference standard.  
 
RESULTS. A total of 24 patients with a knee dislocation, 71 patients with a 
patellar dislocation, 33 patients with a Segond fracture and 10 patients with a 
reverse Segond fracture were found. The annual incidence of knee dislocation due 
to low energy trauma in overweight patients was found to be significant, about 1.0 
per million, and these patients had no injuries to the popliteal tendon and no 
irreversible peroneal nerve injuries, otherwise, the patients’ injuries were in 
agreement with previous knee dislocation studies. Of the bony fragments that were 
seen on MDCT images in patellar dislocation patients 59% were not seen on AP 
and lateral views of the conventional radiographs. The location, size and donor site 
of the bony fragments was similar between first-time and recurrent patellar 
?? ??
dislocators. An average number of bony fragments were 2.1 and 1.0 in first-time 
and recurrent dislocators, respectively. Patients with a Segond fracture associated 
with a tibial plateau fracture had significantly fewer ACL ruptures and more 
avulsion fractures of the ACL than patients with isolated Segond fractures. In 
approximately one of every 32 tibial plateau fractures, a Segond fracture also 
coexists. In 0.64 % of the emergency room acute knee trauma MDCT examinations 
a reverse Segond fracture were found. Of the operated reverse Segond fracture 
patients 43% had an avulsion fracture of the ACL, and 14% had a PCL rupture. 
DECT’s sensitivity and specificity to detect ACL rupture were 79 % and 100 %, 
respectively, and the intra- and interobserver proportions of agreement for ACL 
rupture were excellent and good.  
 
CONCLUSION. The radiologist should be aware that even after a simple fall, 
overweight patients may have a knee dislocation. In patellar dislocation patients, 
the number of bony fragments seems to be higher in first-time dislocators than 
recurrent dislocators, otherwise MDCT findings between the two patient groups are 
similar. Patients with a Segond fracture combined with a tibial plateau fracture 
have a high risk of avulsion fracture of the ACL. Cruciate ligament injuries appear 
to be associated with a reverse Segond fracture, but every patient does not have 
PCL injury, as previously reported. DECT is a usable method to evaluate ACL in 
acute knee trauma patients with rather good sensitivity and high specificity.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Acute knee injuries constitute a substantial patient subgroup in acute medicine. Of 
all injuries treated at an emergency department 6-8 % have been published to 
involve a knee joint [1, 2]. Incidence of knee injuries has been calculated to be 2-
12 knee injuries per 1 000 person population per year [1-3]. The most common 
cause of injury category is reported to be a sports and recreation which contains 
almost half (49.3%) of the knee injury cases [3]. The injury rate is highest in 15 to 
24 years of age group, and this is presumable related to the high proportion of sport 
and recreational injuries [2, 3]. Because these patients are typically at working age 
knee injuries are causing remarkable economical influence to society due to loss of 
workdays in addition to direct costs for the health care system [4].  
 
Besides the immediate suffering and disability knee injuries also have a more 
subtle and long-term influence. Knee injuries have been recognized as a major risk 
factor for knee osteoarthritis. In the meta-analysis of 24 observational studies 
overall odds ratio between a prior history of acute knee trauma and knee 
osteoarthritis was found to be 4.2 [5]. 
 
Radiograph is still widely used as a front-line imaging technique in knee trauma 
patients. It provides valuable information of osseous injuries although there are 
limitations to what a radiograph can depict. Some fractures with minimal 
dislocation, such as a reverse Segond fracture, can easily be missed on radiographs. 
[6, 7] Information of soft tissue injuries can’t be directly achieved from the 
radiographs but there are number of indirect sign that can raise suspicion of 
specific soft tissue injury. For example, if there is a linear lucency through the head 
of the fibula, representing a fracture, this can be recognized as an arcuate sign. This 
sign is known to be indicative of injury to the posterolateral corner of the knee. [8, 
?? ??
9] Therefore, radiologist is able to convey information of possible soft tissue injury 
to posterolateral corner structures, and further, it is also known that posterolateral 
injuries are associated with cruciate ligament injuries [10, 11]. One of the most 
important groups of subtle radiograph findings in trauma patient’s knee 
radiographs is avulsion fractures. These small fractures near ligament or tendon 
cortical attachment site, has oftentimes a remarkable clinical significance. Avulsion 
fractures are associated with specific soft tissue injury patterns, and also treatment 
of avulsion fractures is different than treatment of corresponding ligament or 
tendon rupture. [12-14] It is very important, that radiologist actively seeks these 
subtle findings in radiographs. 
  
Oftentimes radiographs are able to give sufficient osseous information to the 
clinician to treat the patient but if more detailed three-dimensional information of 
fracture is needed or more subtle fractures are suspected, multi-detector computed 
tomography (MDCT) is the imaging modality of choice. MDCT is nowadays well 
available in trauma centers. It’s high spatial resolution, a good tissue contrast and 
ability to do multi-planar reconstructions make it a superior imaging modality to 
examine osseous injuries in the acute knee traumas. In addition to evaluating 
indirect signs of soft tissue injuries, a radiologist can try directly evaluate some soft 
tissue injuries in MDCT images. It has been published that MDCT can detect an 
intact ACL and PCL with good specificity and accuracy [15]. Dual-energy 
computed tomography (DECT) is a quite new imaging modality that is available in 
some trauma centers. Additional information gained by using two tube voltages, 
compared to single tube voltage in conventional MDCT images, can be used to 
reduce metal artefacts and also it may have potential advantages to evaluate soft 
tissue injuries [16-19]. 
 
?? ??
In large number of publications MRI is demonstrated to have excellent 
performance in diagnosing soft tissue injuries in acute knee traumas [20]. In 
addition to soft tissue injury detection MRI can also be helpful diagnostic tool for 
detecting acute occult osseous injuries based on its’ ability to detect bone marrow 
edema [21]. However, MRI is not always available in trauma centers during on call 
times. Also, MRI’s long acquisition times and need to remove all ferromagnetic 
objects can cause practical problems to acute trauma patients, especially if they are 
multi injured. 
 
?? ??
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
 
Avulsion fractures in acute knee trauma 
 
Acute avulsion fractures are typically derived from forceful trauma or drastic 
muscular contraction, were traction forces are transmitted from a ligament or 
tendon to its cortical attachment site resulting in an avulsion fracture. Typical 
mechanism of injury is sport related and these injuries are common in adolescent 
population. Chronic avulsion injuries are caused by chronic overuse and are 
outside of scope of this thesis. [12, 13]  
 
Avulsion fragments are usually clearly shown on conventional radiographs, 
however if displacement is minimal appearance of these fractures can also be 
subtle. (Figure 1) In these cases, MDCT tomography with multi-planar 
reconstructions can be helpful to better visualize these minimally displaced 
avulsion fragments. Also MR imaging can used to demonstrate avulsion fragments 
and typical bone marrow edema patterns. [12, 13] 
 
It is important that radiologists are able to differentiate an avulsion fracture from a 
ligament or tendon rupture because the operative treatment of these two entities is 
different. Surgical treatment options of avulsion fracture include arthroscopic 
reattachment of the avulsion fragment with fixation device without the use of 
tendon grafts [14]. 
 
 
?? ??
 
 
Fig. 1 – Avulsion fragment sites of the knee joint.? 1 Segond fracture, 2 Reverse 
Segond fracture, 3 ACL avulsion fracture, 4 PCL avulsion fracture, 5 Arcuate 
complex avulsion fracture, 6 Iliotibial band avulsion fracture, 7 Biceps femoris 
avulsion fracture, 8 Femoral avulsion fracture of ACL, 9 Femoral avulsion fracture 
of PCL, 10 Femoral avulsion fracture of MCL ( Stieda fracture). 
 
 
Segond fracture 
 
A Segond fracture is a small elliptic avulsion fracture of the proximal lateral tibia.  
When the French surgeon Segond described the Segond fracture, he also reported 
the existence of a fibrous band at the anterolateral aspect of the knee, which was 
attached to the Segond fractures avulsion fragment. [22] It was not until 2013 when 
?? ???
satisfactory anatomical description of this fibrous band was published [23] and 
name of this structure was stabilized to be anterolater ligament (ALL). Prior to the 
above-mentioned Claes publication [23] nomenclature for this fibrous band has 
been confusing in the literature, such as: lateral capsular ligament, capsulo-osseous 
layer of the iliotibial band or anterolateral ligament. ALL has been described to 
found in 97 % of knees as a well-defined ligamentous structure, clearly 
distinguishable from the anterolateral joint capsule. The origin of the ALL is 
situated at the lateral femoral epicondyle, from where it courses obliquely to the 
anterolateral aspect of the proximal tibia. ALL is firmly attached to the lateral 
meniscus. [24-26] Biomechanically ALL is related to internal tibial rotation, and 
thus its’ injuries are potentially involved in the mechanism of the pivot shift 
phenomenon. However, it is still highly disputed, whether ALL injuries takes part 
in the development of anterolateral rotational instability of the knee. [27] 
 
Segond fractures are usually seen on conventional radiographs on anteroposterior 
or tunnel-view projections as a thin curved bony fragment close to proximal lateral 
tibia [28]. MR images typically demonstrate a focal area of bone marrow edema in 
the lateral tibial rim [29]. 
 
A Segond fracture is associated with ACL rupture in 75–100% of cases and with 
meniscal injury in 42–67% of cases [29-31]. Therefore a Segond fracture is 
important indicator of increased risk of associated soft tissue injuries when found 
on images of acute knee trauma patient. 
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Reverse Segond fracture 
 
Reverse Segond fracture is one of the three medial tibial plateau rim fractures. It is 
an elliptical avulsion fracture of the medial proximal tibia. It represents an avulsion 
of the deep capsular component of the medial collateral ligament [32]. Two other 
medial tibial plateau rim fractures that have been described are anteromedial and 
posteromedial. Anteromedial tibial rim fracture has been associated with 
posterolateral corner injuries of the knee [33, 34], and posteromedial tibial rim 
fracture has been associated with medial meniscus tear and ACL rupture [35]. 
Reverse Segond fracture’s mechanism of injury is presumed to be valgus stress, 
with probable external rotation [32, 36, 37]. 
 
Reverse Segond fracture has been strongly associated with injury of the PCL 
insertion complex. In all the published reverse Segond fracture cases, the fracture 
has coexisted with either a rupture of PCL or avulsion fracture of PCL. [32, 36, 37] 
Over half of the published reverse Segond fractures have been found on knee 
dislocation patients [32, 36, 37]. Some authors have even discussed that reverse 
Segond fracture might always be associated with a dislocated or highly unstable 
knee, and a reverse Segond fracture should alert the radiologist to a potentially 
unrecognized knee dislocation [37]. 
 
Incidence of the reverse Second fracture is not known, but there are only a few 
published cases of reverse Segond fracture presented in the medical literature, and 
therefore it can be presumed that this finding is rather rare. 
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Tibial plateau fractures 
 
Tibial plateau fractures are commonly classified by using the Schatzker 
classification system. In this system tibial plateau fractures are divided into six 
types: lateral plateau fracture without depression (type I), lateral plateau fracture 
with depression (type II), compression fracture of the lateral (type IIIA) or central 
(type IIIB) plateau, medial plateau fracture (type IV), bicondylar plateau fracture 
(type V), and plateau fracture with diaphyseal discontinuity (type VI). [38] These 
fractures may occur as an isolated osseous injury or combined with ligament and 
meniscal injuries [39, 40]. For example a tibial plateau fracture is associated with 
disruption of the ACL in 18% of cases [41]. 
 
Tibial plateau fractures have similarities in mechanism of injuries with some 
avulsion fractures of the knee.  Reverse Segond fracture’s mechanism of injury is 
considered to be a valgus stress, with probable external rotation [32, 37] and the 
mechanism of injury in Schatzker type 1 and 2 tibial plateau fractures invariably 
involves valgus forces [39]. Anterior subluxation together with varus angulation is 
presumably the injury mechanism of the Segond fracture [13] and the mechanism 
of injury of Schatzker IV tibial plateau fracture is varus force with axial loading at 
the knee [42]. Therefore it is not surprising that tibial plateau fractures coexists 
with Segond and reverse Segond fractures, and as all of these injuries have been 
associated with cruciate ligament and meniscal injuries this causes a potential bias 
to scientific works concerning association of soft tissue injuries and one of these 
fractures. In this thesis we examined radiological and operative findings of Segond 
and reverse Segond fractures as an isolated osseous injuries and also as a combined 
injuries with tibial plateau fractures.  
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Cruciate ligament injuries 
 
Many knee injuries that are subject of this thesis are associated with cruciate 
ligament injuries. MRI is demonstrated to have excellent performance in 
diagnosing cruciate ligament lesions. It has been reported that MRI’s sensitivity to 
detect ACL lesion is 92 to 96 % and specificity 92 to 99 % [43, 44]. The published 
accuracy of MRI for diagnosing PCL tears ranges from 86 to 100% [45-47]. It has 
been published that MDCT can detect an intact ACL and PCL with good 
specificity and accuracy but the assessment of torn ligaments is unreliable [15]. 
However, MRI is not oftentimes available to acute trauma patients and therefore 
knowledge of association of certain injury patterns and cruciate ligament ruptures 
is crucial to radiologist working in the trauma center to be able to suspect cruciate 
ligament injuries based on other imaging modalities than MRI. 
 
Radiological diagnosis of cruciate ligament injury is important because presence of 
this injury affects on the decision of the operative or conservative primary 
treatment. For example, in a study involving 6576 active-duty army personnel 
showed that ACL reconstruction was protective against meniscal and cartilage 
injury. Of those treated conservatively 32.6% underwent meniscal or cartilage 
reoperations as compared to 12.7% reoperations in the ACL reconstruction group. 
[48]. In randomized study with long term follow up it was reported that ACL 
reconstruction significantly increases the likelihood of return to the preinjury 
activity [49]. Current data seems to advocate non-operative management of 
isolated PCL injuries but PCL reconstructions are common procedures in multi 
ligament injured knees to return the stability of the knee  [50-53]. Treatment 
algorithms continue to evolve but nevertheless status of cruciate ligaments is 
particularly important to treatment of acute knee trauma patients. 
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Meniscal injuries 
 
MRI has shown high diagnostic accuracy for the diagnosis of meniscal injuries. A 
meta-analysis of 29 publications between 1991 and 2004 reported a pooled 
sensitivity and specificity of 93.3% and 88.4% for medial meniscal tear and 79.3% 
and 95.7% for lateral meniscal tear [54]. Based on MRI meniscal tears can be 
classified to longitudinal, vertical, horizontal, radial, vertical flap, horizontal flap, 
and complex tears. The MRI is important for surgeon for decision of operative or 
conservative treatment of meniscal injuries and in case of operative treatment, for 
choosing the surgical technique. [55, 56] Segond and reverse Segond fractures, as 
well as, knee dislocation are associated with meniscal injuries. If a conservative 
treatment is option to these patients, MRI should be considered to rule out the 
meniscal injuries.  
 
Overweight as a risk factor  
 
Over the past few decades the prevalence of obesity has increased to significant 
level in Western Europe and in the United States [57-60]. Several studies have 
demonstrated that obesity has an effect on injury patterns in knee trauma patients. 
A study that included 168 patients showed that higher BMI in middle-aged patients 
with isolated medial meniscus tears predicts more advanced chondral lesions at 
arthroscopy [61]. It has been demonstrated that in adolescent patients with ACL 
rupture obesity is significant predictive factor of a concomitant injury that requires 
additional operative procedures [62]. In addition to influence on injury patterns, it 
has been shown that obesity also affects to treatment outcomes.  A study including 
126 patients with operated multi ligament injury knee showed that patient’s obesity 
significantly increased the surgical complication rate [63]. The most consequential 
effect of obesity on knee injuries is that an obese patient can have a knee 
?? ???
dislocation with very low energy injury mechanism. Prior to publication of study I 
of this thesis only few single case reports of low energy knee dislocation in obese 
patients were published [64, 65]. 
 
Femorotibial dislocation 
 
Dislocation of the femorotibial knee joint is a severe injury that requires immediate 
emergency care. Neurovascular injuries that are potentially involved in knee 
dislocation can lead to a permanent disability of the lower limb or even to 
amputation in worst case [66, 67]. The incidence of knee dislocation is reported to 
be highest among males aged 18 years to 29 years (29 cases per million person per 
year) [68]. However, the incidence of knee dislocation is not unequivocal to assess, 
because of the spontaneous reduction tendency.  Many of these patients are high-
energy multi-trauma patients who are not able to give the anamnesis of the 
dislocation. In these cases suspicion of the knee dislocation arises from the multi-
injury patterns found in clinical examination, operation or radiological imaging. 
There is a debate in medical literature which patients should be referred as a knee 
dislocation patient: some authors include traumatic patients with multidirectional 
instability and other authors only patients who have evidence of a complete 
disruption of a joint such that the articular surfaces are no longer in contact [69]. In 
this thesis, patients were considered to have knee dislocation only if they had 
dislocation on radiographs or they had clearly documented dislocation. Patients 
with a dislocatable knee at surgery but who had no evidence of previous true 
dislocation were not included. The reason for this more strict approach was to 
produce as valid scientific data as possible. However, in clinical practice it is 
important that radiologists are aware of injury patterns associated with a knee 
dislocation and therefore are able to suspect this limb-threating injury in patients 
with a spontaneously reduced knee dislocation. 
?? ???
Knee dislocation is traditionally thought to be caused by a high energy trauma such 
as motor vehicle accident [70]. However, more recent studies have demonstrated 
that significant proportion of knee dislocations are caused by low energy traumas 
such as simple fall or sport related traumas. [68, 71]. In this thesis we study 
radiological findings in knee dislocation patients with special focus on low-energy 
traumas. 
 
Knee dislocations are classified to anterior, posterior, medial, lateral and rotational 
luxation based on position of tibia respect to femur [72]. Knee dislocation is 
always associated with extensive soft tissue injuries. Usually both cruciate 
ligaments are ruptured but it has been published few knee dislocation cases where 
one of the cruciate ligaments has been intact [67, 72-75]. Usually the intact cruciate 
ligament is the PCL [74], but rare cases of knee dislocation without ACL 
disruption have been reported [75]. In addition to cruciate ligament injuries, 
ruptures of collateral ligaments, meniscal injuries and rupture of popliteal tendon 
are common in these patients [70, 73]. Treatment of these instable knees is almost 
always operative and it is important to surgeon to know the specific injuries 
included to be able to plan the operation beforehand [68, 71, 76]. MRI is good and 
well documented imaging modality to assess soft tissue injuries of the knee [43, 
44]. These studies have been mostly included patients with less severe injuries than 
knee dislocation, and there are only few studies concerning MR imaging of the 
knee dislocation patients and patient materials in these studies have been relatively 
small [67, 70, 72, 73, 77-79]. Based on these studies MRI seems to be accurate 
imaging modality to assess soft tissue injuries also in case of multi ligament 
injured knees. 
  
 
 
?? ???
Neural injuries in acute knee trauma 
 
The peroneal nerve courses around the fibular neck, making it susceptible to injury 
in severe knee traumas, particularly in posterolateral knee dislocation [67]. Also a 
severe varus type of injury that result in a popliteal tendon rupture has been 
reported to increases the possibility of peroneal nerve injury in knee dislocation 
patients [67]. Of the knee dislocation patients 20-25% have injury to peroneal 
nerve [80, 81]. In two recent studies knee dislocation patients have been 
subdivided to two patient groups based on the injury mechanism. In these studies, 
patients with a low energy knee dislocation have been reported to have an 
increased risk of peroneal injuries (39-50%) compared to a high energy knee 
dislocation patients [82, 83].  
 
Besides to nerve ruptures there could be traction injuries to peroneal nerve that 
impair nerve conduction while the nerve remains intact [84]. In addition to 
peroneal nerve injury also combined peroneal and tibial nerve injuries have been 
represented [85, 86]. In these cases the tibial nerve injury has almost always been 
incomplete. 
 
Several MRI findings of the status of the peroneal nerve can be made from the 
images of the acute knee trauma patient. These findings include: surrounding 
edema, encasing hematoma, mild contusion, and disruption of fibers. However, 
there is limited information available how to correlate these findings to clinical 
outcome of the patient. In one study, including 21 patients, all patients with clinical 
nerve symptoms had an abnormal MRI, but on the other hand, some patients had 
no symptoms despite the presence of apparent hemorrhage or edema surrounding 
the nerve. In this same study all patients with the more severe imaging findings 
(encasing hematoma, contusion, partial disruption of fibers) all displayed some 
?? ???
degree of peroneal nerve palsy. [72] In the three patients case report, a location of 
peroneal nerve tear could be identified on MRI images in all three cases and the 
MRI finding correlated precisely with operative findigs [77]. More recently there 
have been published a study where was 47 knee dislocation patient and 14 minor 
knee trauma without a dislocation. In this study they gave a severity score from 1 
to 4 to peroneal nerve injury based on MRI findings and compared this scoring to a 
corresponding clinical score based on clinical examination, electromyography and 
nerve conduction studies. They found that the clinical injury score had a 
significantly strong correlation with the MRI injury score. [79] 
 
A rupture of a muscular nerve causes increase of extracellular fluid in those 
muscles that it is nerving, and this in turn causes increase of T1 and T2 relaxation 
times in MRI images. In addition to direct signs of nerve rupture, also these 
secondary findings could be searched in the MRI images. These changes in the 
MRI signal in the muscles could be detected after 24 hours from the nerve injury. 
[87, 88] 
 
Vascular injuries in acute knee trauma 
 
High energy knee traumas can involve an injury to the popliteal artery. A popliteal 
artery injury, have been reported to be found in knee dislocation patients and in 
patients with several types of tibial or femoral fractures [89]. Acute occlusion of 
the popliteal artery leads to a severe ischemia of the lower leg because of the 
development of sufficient collateral circulation is too slow process. Early 
recognition of the vascular injury is crucial for the salvage of the extremity [90]. 
However, these injuries are easily missed [91], presumable because they occur 
typically in patients with multiple traumatic injuries, which make clinical 
examination and also interpretation of radiological images more difficult. 
?? ???
 
There is a wide range of reported incidence of popliteal artery injury in knee 
dislocation patients in different publications. Some authors report as high as 31% 
of knee dislocation patient to have a vascular injury [92] and some authors report 
that only 1.6% of knee dislocation patients have vascular injuries [68]. Some 
authors have explained a low rate of popliteal artery injuries with large proportion 
of low energy knee dislocation patients in their patient material [68]. However, 
other authors have reported that in their material low energy knee dislocation 
patients are more likely to have vascular injuries and are more likely to undergo 
vascular repair than high energy knee dislocation patients [83]. Further meta 
analysis of this subject is needed. 
 
If there is a clear clinical sign of popliteal artery injury it is common procedure to 
directly proceed to the operation [78, 92] Alternatively MR angiography, CT 
angiography or DSA angiography could be made for characterization of the 
vascular lesion in order that vascular surgeon can beforehand plan the 
revascularization operation. In addition to acute occlusion of popliteal artery, acute 
knee trauma can also cause a more occult arterial injury that can lead to delayed 
complication. These more occult injuries include a dissection, a pseudoaneurysm 
or a intimal tear of the popliteal artery [93, 94]. Because of these more occult 
vascular injuries, a patient with a knee trauma, which is known to be associated 
with vascular injuries, without a sign of vascular injury, should be at lest in 
adequate clinical surveillance for vascular complication or examined anyway with 
doppler ultrasound, DSA angiography, MR angiography or CT angiography [72, 
78, 93, 94]. 
 
 
 
?? ???
Patellar dislocation 
 
Acute patellar dislocation is the second most common cause of traumatic 
hemartrosis and 2-3 % of all knee injuries are patellar dislocations [95, 96]. Patellar 
dislocation is frequently associated with bony fragments and the treatment options 
include arthroscopy for removal of a bony fragment or restoration of cartilage 
congruity by fixation of an osteochondral fragment [97]. Therefore radiologist 
should be able to give the surgeon data regarding the number, size, location and 
donor site location of bony fragments. However, these fractures are often difficult 
to see on radiographs.  The incidence of bony fragments in radiograph-based 
studies is significantly lower than in operative or arthroscopic-based studies [98-
102]. It has been published that up to 71% of osteochondral fragments are missed 
on conventional radiographs [101]. It has been shown that on radiographs a 
reduction in the standard number of projections from AP, lateral, and two oblique 
to just AP and lateral projections decreases sensitivity (from 0.85 to 0.79) and 
specificity (from 0.92 to 0.87) of detection of fractures in acute knee trauma [103]. 
Therefore, the use of four projections would presumable to some extent assists to 
detect also osteochondral fragments on radiographs in patellar dislocation patients. 
MDCT has an excellent bone/soft tissue contrast, a good spatial resolution and, in 
contrast to plain radiographs, it is possible to do high quality multiplanar 
reconstruction images. However, also MDCT has its’ limits as purely chondral 
fragments are not visible on MDCT. It has been reported that 6% of all loose 
bodies are purely chondral in acute patellar dislocation patients [101]. To detect 
these chondral loose bodies CT or MR arthrography is required, and also the 
accuracy to detect osseous bodies is reported to be slightly higher with these 
arthrography modalities compared to MDCT or MRI without intra-articular 
contrast agent [104]. In this thesis we studied use of MDCT in detecting bony 
fragments in acute patellar dislocation patients. 
?? ???
Imaging modalities 
 
Radiograph is often the first radiological examination of knee trauma patients. 
However, a fracture is seen on only 5% of emergency department knee radiographs 
only [105]. Therefore, several clinical decision rules have been suggested that 
could considerably reduce the number of radiographs ordered without missing 
clinically significant fractures. In the ACR Appropriateness Criteria, which are 
American evidence-based guidelines for specific clinical conditions that are 
reviewed every three years by a multidisciplinary expert panel, is stated that 
twisting injuries in young patients who can walk and bear weight an emergent 
radiographs are not required. However, in patients with a fall or twisting injury 
who have focal tenderness, effusion, or inability to bear weight, radiographs should 
be the first imaging study obtained. [105] In addition to fractures of distal femur or 
proximal tibia and fibula, radiographs are reviewed for avulsion fractures and other 
more subtle signs of soft tissue injuries such as Arcuate sign, as already discussed 
more detailed above.  
 
If major osseous knee injury is suspected radiograph is obvious first line imaging 
modality. Also, usually radiographs are able to give sufficient information to the 
clinician to treat osseous injuries. More detailed three-dimensional information of 
fracture can be gained by MDCT.  For example it has been published that MDCT 
is useful in preoperative planning and execution of surgical strategies in tibial 
plateau fracture patients [106]. MDCT can also be used to rule-out more subtle 
fractures and also in some degree to evaluate soft tissue injuries [15]. 
 
Variety of ways of using ultra sound in acute knee trauma patients has been 
researched. Ultrasound is well suited for example in diagnosis and follow up of the 
vascular lesions in knee dislocation patients [107]. Also, it is suggested that 
?? ???
ultrasound could be used to evaluate neural injuries in knee dislocation patients. It 
has been reported that knee dislocation patients with clinical symptoms of peroneal 
nerve injury had increased peroneal nerve area with hypoechogenicity in 
ultrasound. In this study authors furthermore reported that the greater ultrasound 
peroneal nerve enlargement associated with the worse clinical recovery of neuronal 
symtoms.?????? The use of ultrasound in evaluation of soft tissue injuries in acute 
knee trauma has also been investigated. For example it has been published that 
ultrasound and MR have similar diagnostic performance in the evaluation of 
medial patellofemoral ligament tears after acute lateral patellar dislocation [109]. It 
has also been reported that preoperative ultrasound assessment of meniscal 
pathology in acute knee trauma patients had good sensitivity (91%) and specificity 
(84%) compared to arthroscopy findings [110]. However, the main flaw of the 
ultrasound is a high dependence of the ultrasound operator. Also, ultrasound is 
time-consuming, and hematoma and inability to freely move the patient can 
considerable decrease the possibilities to use ultrasound as a diagnostic tool in 
acute trauma setting.  
 
Detecting injuries that lead to knee instability is important because knee instability 
has been identified as a risk factor for meniscal and chondral damage and 
furthermore, risk factor for early osteoarthritis [5, 111]. MRI is the most useful 
imaging modality to examine these soft tissue injuries that could cause the knee 
instability. In large number of publications MRI is demonstrated to have excellent 
performance in diagnosing soft tissue injuries in acute knee traumas. The most 
commonly injured ligament of the knee is ACL. It has been reported that MRI’s 
sensitivity to detect complete rupture of ACL is 92 to 96 % and specificity 92 to 99 
%. [43, 44] Of the all ACL tears 20-47% are reported to be partial, and these partial 
tears can progress to complete ACL deficiency [112-114]. Partial ACL tears are 
more difficult to diagnose in MRI than complete tears [113]. MRI’s accuracy to 
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detect partial ACL tears has been reported to be 87% if in addition to standard 
orthogonal sequences, also oblique axial intermediate-weighted sequences has been 
applied [114]. MRI’s accuracy to detect complete PCL tears has been reported to 
be 86-100% [45-47]. In addition to finding ligament injuries that lead to meniscal 
and chondral injuries in later phase, MRI can also be used to examine acute 
traumatic meniscal and chondral injuries. MRI’s sensitivity and specificity for the 
diagnosis of meniscal injuries is reported to be 93.3% and 88.4% for medial 
meniscal tears and 79.3% and 95.7% for lateral meniscal tears [54]. Acute chondral 
lesions are much more difficult to detect than meniscal injuries. MRI’s sensitivity 
to detect chondral lesions in preoperative non-acute setting was reported to be only 
45% compared to arthroscopy findings [115]. In one study, authors reviewed 
MRI’s of 44 acute multi-ligament injured knee patients and detected no chondral 
leasions in MRI images but arthroscopy revealed 11 chondral lesions [116]. 
 
A subtraction angiography is the golden standard in the diagnosis of the vascular 
lesions. However, this imaging method is not always available in trauma centers at 
on-call times. Also, it is an invasive and time-consuming method, which could be 
limitation in case of multi-injured trauma patients. Based on retrospective review 
of knee dislocation patients with vascular injuries, it has been suggested that a 
repeated clinical examination can reliably predict which patients have surgically 
significant popliteal artery injury and need further evaluation [78, 117]. The use 
MR angiography in examination of knee dislocation patients’ vascular injuries has 
also been researched [118], and MRA has been shown to be as accurate and useful 
as angiography. Therefore, if knee dislocation patient is examined with MRI for 
characterization of soft tissue injuries, it seems reasonable to do simultaneously 
MRA to rule-out clinically occult vascular lesions. Also, CT angiography and 
duplex ultrasonography are sensitive and specific in screening for vascular injury 
[119], and these methods are well available in trauma centers, and are good options 
?? ???
to further evaluate the vascular status of acute knee trauma patient if clinical 
suspicion of vascular trauma is raised.  
 
In Dual-energy computed tomography (DECT) two computed tomography image 
sets are applied by using a different tube voltage from the same anatomical region. 
This method has potential advantages to evaluate soft tissue injuries in acute knee 
trauma compared to a conventional MDCT, but there are only few published 
studies of utilization of DECT in evaluation of soft tissue injuries of the knee [16-
18]. Potential advantages of DECT include a higher soft tissue resolution in 
monochromatic gemstone spectral imaging (GSI) images compared to 
conventional polychromatic MDCT images and ability to create material specific 
color mapping and dual-energy bone removal [120, 121].  
 
It has been published a case control study of 16 ACL rupture patients where DECT 
was shown to have high accuracy and interobserver agreement for the detection of 
complete ACL tears [18]. The patient material in this study included chronic and 
subacute knee trauma patients. In the acute trauma setting there is usually an 
edema, which may obscure the ACL and thus these results do not necessarily 
correlate with the acute trauma patients. In an ex vivo experiment with 20 porcine 
hind legs, DECT sensitivity and specificity were found to be 75% and 68.8% in the 
case of completely discontinued ACLs compared with the defined arthrotomy [17]. 
There is a publication where 24 knee DECT images were reviewed and subjective 
visualization of ACL, PCL, fibular collateral ligament and patellar ligament were 
found to be good.   
In previous studies tendon visualization in DECT GSI images and material-specific 
color maps has been investigated in hands tendons [120, 121]. It has been 
demonstrated that 65-keV monochromatic GSI images could increase the image 
quality and ability to display minor tendon lesions compared to conventional 
?? ???
polychromatic CT images [120]. There is a high concentration of collagen in 
tendons and ligaments, and collagen’s specific dual-energy index values allow 
collagen to be theoretically decomposed from the surrounding tissue [121]. The 
collagen decomposition algorithm is performed on a DECT workstation where 
collagen-specific color mapping images are generated. Published data concerning 
the clinical application of this technique are few and partially controversial. In one 
study, authors reported that DECT with material decomposition for collagen can 
clearly differentiate the tendons of the wrist [121]. In other study, the DECT 
tendon-specific color map images did not perform as well as the mixed kV or 
DECT bone removal series in the identification of the ACL [18]. 
In summary, the scientific evidence of utilization of DECT in evaluation of soft 
tissue injuries of the knee is very modest, but there is some evidence that DECT 
can be used in evaluation of complete ACL rupture. 
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AIMS OF THE STUDY 
 
 
 
(I) To evaluate the incidence, cause, injury patterns, and MRI findings in knee 
dislocation in patients. 
 
(II) To assess the use of MDCT for locating bony fragments and donor sites in 
patients with acute patellar dislocation, and to test whether sizes and 
quantity of bony fragments differ between first-time dislocations and 
recurrent dislocations. 
 
(III) To examine the coexistence of Segond fracture in tibial plateau fractures 
and to assess the prevalence of ACL rupture and meniscal tear when those 
fractures coexist. 
 
(IV) To assess the incidence of reverse Segond fracture, to examine the 
associated ligamentous injuries, and to examine how often reverse Segond 
fracture coexists with a knee dislocation. 
 
(V) To examine DECT in evaluating cruciate ligament injuries 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Patients 
 
Patient materials to studies included in this thesis were received by retrospectively 
retrieving the Töölö hospital’s Picture Archiving and Communication System 
(PACS). The Töölö hospital is the only hospital in an 8,929 km2 area that takes 
care of major trauma patients with a basic population of about 1.4 million people. 
Also, if in case a patient with a severe injury, such as a knee dislocation, is initially 
taken to some other hospital, the patient is eventually transferred to Töölö hospital 
for final treatment. The entire population is entitled to a general health care system, 
and there are no private hospitals taking care of severe trauma patients in this area. 
No patients younger than 16 years are treated at Töölö hospital, and therefore this 
pediatric population was not included in studies I and III-V. In the study II also an 
other hospital’s (Meilahti, Children’s clinic), taking care of a pediatric population 
of patients under 16 years of age in the same area, PACS were used to include the 
pediatric patient material in the study. From those patients’ that were included in 
the study age, gender, history, mechanism of injury, clinical findings and operation 
findings were retrieved from the patients’ electronic files, or paper archive if 
necessary. 
 
Knee dislocations (I) 
 
Patients with knee dislocations from April 2000 to the end of September 2007 were 
identified using the Töölö hospital’s PACS by retrieving all of the hospital’s knee 
MRI studies. In Töölö hospital, early preoperative MRI is routinely performed on 
patients with knee dislocation. A total of 24 patients who had sustained a knee 
dislocation were identified. 
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Patellar dislocation (II) 
 
Patellar dislocation patients were identified, from April 2000 to the end of July 
2008, using two hospitals’ PACS by retrieving all emergency room knee MDCT 
examinations. The inclusion criteria for the study were an acute dislocation of the 
patella and an MDCT examination of the knee in the acute phase. A total of 46 
patients were included in the study. 
 
Segond fractures (III) 
 
Using the Töölö hospital’s PACS, we retrieved all of the hospital’s emergency 
department knee MDCT examinations performed from August 2000 to the end of 
August 2009. During this 9-year period, a total of 1203 emergency department 
acute knee trauma MDCT examinations were retrieved, and a total of 33 patients 
with Segond fracture were included in the study. 
 
Reverse Segond fracture (IV) 
 
All of the Töölö hospitals’ emergency room knee MDCT examinations from 
August 2000 through the end of August 2011 were retrieved. During this 11-year 
period, a total of 1553 emergency room acute knee trauma MDCT examinations 
were retrieved. The inclusion criteria for the study were an acute reverse Segond 
fracture and a MDCT examination of the knee in the acute phase. A total of 10 
patients were included in the study. 
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Dual-energy CT of cruciate ligaments (V) 
 
Using the Töölö hospital’s PACS, we retrieved all of the hospitals’ emergency 
room knee CT examinations from the beginning of January 2012 through the end 
of May 2014. During this 29-month period, a total of 132 emergency room acute 
knee trauma DECT examinations were retrieved. A routine protocol in Töölö 
hospital during the study period was to use the dual-energy CT technique if a CT 
was requested from an acute knee trauma patient. Inclusion criteria for the study 
were an acute knee trauma and a DECT and subsequent MRI examination in the 
acute or subacute phase. A total of 18 patients who met the inclusion criteria were 
found. 
 
Methods 
 
Scanners 
 
The MR images of the knees in the studies I and V were obtained with a 1.5-T unit 
scanner (Signa MRI EchoSpeed, GE Healthcare). Two different dedicated knee 
coils were used: the quadrature lower extremity coil (Medical Advances; internal 
diameter, 18 cm) and an 8-channel HD knee array coil (MRI Devices Corporation; 
internal diameter, 19 cm). The standard sequences used were coronal T2- weighted 
fast spin-echo with fat saturation, sagittal proton-density spin-echo, sagittal 
T2-weighted fast spin-echo, and axial proton-density fast spin-echo with fat 
saturation sequences. 
 
Adult populations’ MDCT examinations in studies II-IV were done with two 
different scanners. The scanners were a four-slice MDCT scanner (LightSpeed 
QX/i; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA) and a 32-MDCT scanner (LightSpeed 
?? ???
VCT, GE Healthcare). The 4-MDCT unit was installed in 2000 and uninstalled in 
2008 and was subsequently replaced with the 32-MDCT scanner.  
Pediatric population’s MDCT examinations in study II were done with a 16-slice 
MDCT scanner (Aquilion TSX-101A; Toshiba Medical Systems Corporation, 
Tochigi, Japan). The routine protocol was as follows: 4x1.25-mm collimation, 
reconstruction interval 0.625 mm, or 16x1.00-mm collimation, reconstruction 
interval 0.625 mm, or a 32 × 1.25 mm collimation and an interval of 0.625 mm. 
The axial slice thickness of images that were sent to PACS ranged from 1–
1.25mm.  
 
The DECT images in study V were acquired with a GE Discovery CT750 HD with 
a 0.516 pitch, 0.5-s rotation time, 32×0.625-mm detector collimation. Tube voltage 
varied between 80 kV and 140 kV in a single X-ray tube. 
 
Image evaluation 
 
The PACS system used was IMPAX, Agfa-Gevaert N. V., Mortsel, Belgium. In 
the studies I-IV two radiologists independently reviewed the MR and MDCT 
images and equivocal cases were decided by consensus.  
 
In the study V DECT images were review with DECT’s workstation (Advantage 
Windows, version 4.4, GE Healthcare with VolumeShare 2, version 4.4, GE 
Healthcare). DECT examinations were made anonymous and double reading in 
randomized order was separately made by two radiologists in two session with 4-
week waiting period between the two readings. 
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Knee dislocations (I) 
 
The MRI studies of the knee dislocation patients’ were evaluated for the presence 
of injury to the cruciate and collateral ligaments, popliteus tendon, biceps femoris 
tendon, quadriceps tendon, patellar ligament, and medial retinaculum. If present, 
injury was categorized as partial or complete. Associated injuries to the bone, 
menisci, cartilage, peroneal nerve, and popliteal artery were also analyzed. Surgical 
findings served as a reference standard for intra-articular injuries. BMI and 
mechanism of injury were retrieved from each patient’s file. 
 
Patellar dislocation (II) 
 
The MDCT examinations of patellar dislocation patients’ were evaluated for the 
presence of sharp-edged and non-sclerotic new bony fragments. The volume of 
bony fragments was calculated, and for every bony fragment identified, we 
searched for a corresponding sized non-sclerotic and sharp-edged bony irregularity 
on the patellar facets and femoral condyles. If such an irregularity was found, we 
concluded that this irregularity represents a donor site of the fragment. Surgical 
correlation was available for 22 of 46 patients. 
  
Segond and reverse Segond fracture (III and IV) 
 
Knee MDCT images were evaluated for the presence of Segond, reverse Segond 
and tibial plateau fractures. Tibial plateau fractures were classified according to the 
Schatzker system [38]. Soft tissue injuries were not evaluated from MDCT images 
but surgical findings of intra-articular injuries were retrieved from patient files. 
 
 
?? ???
Dual-energy CT of cruciate ligaments (V) 
 
Knee DECT images were evaluated for the presence of total ACL and PCL 
ruptures. The DECT images were analyzed with a DECT workstation in three 
different ways: GSI viewer (General GSI Protocol, GE Healthcare), dual-energy 
bone removal (AutoBone Xpress General, GE Healthcare) and with collagen-
specific color mapping that was made by using four overlapping volumes 
[monochromatic 65 keV, Material Density Collagen (Bone), Material Density 
Bone (Collagen) and Effective-Z in the General GSI protocol, GE Healthcare]. For 
every case, readers judged what were subjectively the best, second best and least 
usable protocol to evaluate the cruciate ligaments and popliteus tendon. Readers 
also subjectively stated an optimal keV level in monochromatic GSI images for 
visualization of the ACL, PCL and popliteus tendon. MRI findings served as the 
reference standard for ligament and tendon injuries. 
 
Statistical analysis 
 
The appropriate procedures in the IBM SPSS Statistics program, version 22.0.0.0 
(IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) (study V), or The SAS/STAT 8.02 (SAS 
Institute) (study I-III) were used for the statistical computations. In the studies I, II 
and V the differences in injuries between the patient groups were analyzed using 
the Mann-Whitney U test (nonparametric data) and with Fisher exact test (two-
sided) in the study III. A p value of less than 0.05 was interpreted as statistically 
significant. In the study V the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) served to test 
the inter- and intraobserver repeatability of the optimal keV level evaluation. 
Statistical analysis of the differences in the usefulness ranking of three different 
evaluation protocols in study V was done with Friedman’s test and post hoc 
analysis with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, which was conducted with a 
?? ???
Bonferroni correction. In Friedman’s test, a P value < 0.05 was interpreted as 
statistically significant, and in post hoc analysis a P value < 0.017 was interpreted 
as statistically significant. 
?? ???
RESULTS 
 
Main results of soft tissue injuries in knee dislocation (publication I), Segond 
fracture (publication III) and reverse Segond fracture (publication IV) are 
represented in Table 1. 
 
Knee dislocation 
 
Annual incidence of knee dislocations in adult population was calculated to be 2.3 
per million. Of the 24 patients included in the study, seven had knee dislocation 
caused by high energy trauma such as a motor vehicle or motorcycle accident. 
Eleven patients had a BMI greater than 25 (mean, 33; range, 27–42) and had knee 
dislocation due to low energy trauma (nine due to a simple fall, two due to 
downhill skiing). These patients were of special interest in this study and are 
referred to as group A. The other 13 patients—patients with dislocation due to high 
energy trauma (n = 7) and normal weight patients with dislocation due to low 
energy trauma (n = 6) were referred to as group B. The annual incidence of patients 
having a BMI greater than 25 and had knee dislocation due to low energy trauma is 
about 1.0 per million. 
 
22 patients underwent surgery. Operative findings revealed that 21 of these 22 
patients had complete ruptures of both cruciate ligaments.  One patient in group B 
had a rupture of the ACL but an intact PCL. Complete tear of the MCL was present 
in seven and five patients in groups A and B, respectively. A complete tear of the 
LCL was found in five patients in both groups. Complete popliteal tendon tears 
occurred in five patients, all of whom were in group B. Difference of popliteal 
tendon tears between two patient groups was statistically significant (p = 0.0262). 
Ten avulsion fractures and one tibial plateau fracture were seen in eight patients. 
?? ???
Patients in group A had eight meniscal tears; group B patients had four meniscal 
tears. No statistically significant differences in bone or meniscal injuries between 
the two groups were found. False positive and false negative MRI diagnoses of soft 
tissue injuries were equally divided between the two groups. 
Three patients had signs of complete peroneal nerve injury after knee dislocation. 
None of these three patients has regained peroneal function after 1 year of 
follow-up. All three patients belonged to group B. Four patients had signs of partial 
peroneal injury. After 1 year of follow-up, three of these patients regained function 
with rehabilitation. Two patients were in group A and two in group B. 
On MR images, seven patients had edema or hematoma surrounding the peroneal 
nerve. Two of these patients had clinical signs of a partial peroneal injury. Of the 
three patients with complete irreversible peroneal paresis, only one had an MRI 
examination before surgery. In this patient, the peroneal nerve was not identified 
on the MR images. 
Two patients in group A and one patient in group B had popliteal artery injuries 
that were imaged with DSA angiography and treated surgically. 
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Patellar dislocation 
We identified 22 patients with first time patellar dislocation and 24 patients with 
recurrent patellar dislocation. In these patients’ MDCT images there were 71 
sharp-edged and non-sclerotic new bony fragments that were analyzed in this 
study. The most common site (48% of all bony fragments) was medial facet of the 
patella. On the basis of MDCT images we were able to identify the likely donor 
site of the bony fragment in 87% of cases. The bony irregularity representing the 
donor site was found in 94% of cases at the medial patellar facet, and in the 
remaining 6% of cases at the lateral femoral condyle. Of the bony fragments 61% 
were found adjacent to the donor site. The location and donor site of bony 
fragments was similar between patients who had first-time or recurrent dis- 
location of the patella.  
Every patient who had first-time patellar dislocation had at least one bony fragment 
and the average number of fragments was 2.1. 42% of recurrent patellar dislocation 
patients did not have any new bony fragments. The average number of bony 
fragments in recurrent dislocation patients was 1.0. The size of bony fragments 
ranged from 4 mm3 to 1630 mm3 and the average size was 198 mm3. There was no 
statistically significant difference in the size of bony fragments between first-time 
and recurrent dislocators (p=0.77). 
On AP and lateral views of the conventional radiographs, 41% of bony fragments 
that were seen on the MDCT images were identified. If trans-axial radiographic 
views were also obtained 81% of bony fragments were seen. There was no 
significant difference in number of missed bony fragments on conventional 
radiographs between first-time and recurrent dislocators. These missed bony 
fragments were located in the lateral femoral recess or medial facet of the patella.  
 
?? ???
The size of the missed bony fragments was relatively small (mean size 29 mm3, 
range 4–105 mm3, SD 35 mm3). 
Segond fracture 
A total of 10 patients with a Segond fracture without a tibial plateau fracture were 
identified. Of these 10 patients, seven were treated surgically.  Of these patients, 
five had a complete rupture of the ACL. No avulsion fractures of the ACL existed. 
Five meniscal tears, one medial meniscal tear, and four lateral meniscal tears were 
found in four of these patients. 
There were 23 patients who had a Segond fracture associated with a tibial plateau 
fracture. There were 2 Schatzker type I fractures, 1 type III fracture, 7 type IV 
fractures, 6 type V fractures, and 3 type VI fractures. Of these patients, 20 
underwent surgery. Of the operated patients 14 had injury of the ACL. 10 patients 
had a distal avulsion of ACL, and 4 patients had a complete rupture of the ACL. 
There were no significant differences in distribution of Schatzker classes between 
patients with an ACL avulsion fracture and those with an ACL rupture. Of these 20 
patients five had a meniscal tear. We estimated that one of every 32 tibial plateau 
fractures coexists with a Segond fracture.  
Patients who had a Segond fracture combined with a tibial plateau fracture had 
significantly fewer ACL ruptures (p=0.023) and had more avulsion fractures of the 
ACL (p=0.026) than patients with an isolated Segond fracture. These patients may 
also have fewer meniscal injuries, but this difference was not statistically 
significant (p = 0.175). 
 
 
?? ???
Reverse Segond fracture 
 
A total of 10 reverse Segond fracture were include in the study. Incidence of 
Reverse Segond fracture was 0.64 % of emergency room acute knee trauma MDCT 
examinations at a level 1 trauma center. The ratio of reverse Segond fractures to 
Segond fractures was 1:4. 
 
We were able to retrospectively observe a bony avulsion fragment of the reverse 
Segond fracture in 8 of the 10 the primary radiographs. In two cases, reverse 
Segond fracture was seen only in the MDCT images.  
 
Of the 10 reverse Segond fracture patients, 8 patients had a reverse Segond fracture 
combined with tibial plateau fracture. There were one Schatzker type I fracture, 
four type II fractures, and one type VI fracture. Two patients had an isolated tibial 
eminence fracture without depression. Two patients had a reverse Segond fracture 
as an isolated osseous injury.  
Seven patients were treated surgically and all these patients had a reverse Segond 
fracture combined with a tibial plateau fracture. Of seven surgically treated 
patients, three (43 %) had an associated avulsion fracture of the ACL. An avulsion 
fracture of the PCL was found in only one (14 %) patient. No rupture of either 
ACL or PCL existed. A total of two (29 %) lateral meniscal injuries were evident. 
A complete rupture of the medial collateral ligament was found in two (29 %) 
patients. There were no complete ruptures of lateral collateral ligament. 
Only one patient in both groups had an MRI of the knee in acute phase. Based on 
MRI, there were intact cruciate ligaments and no signs of meniscal injury or injury 
to the lateral collateral ligament in the patient who had an isolated reverse Segond 
fracture. The other patient had a reverse Segond fracture combined with a tibial 
?? ???
eminence fracture without depression. In this case, avulsion fractures of both 
cruciate ligaments were found in MR images. No signs of meniscal injuries were 
detected, and the lateral collateral ligament was found to be intact.  
From the same study period all the knee dislocation patients in our institution were 
reviewed and none of these patients had a reverse Segond fracture.  
 
DECT of cruciate ligaments  
 
Of the 18 patients included in the study, 6 had a total ACL rupture based on MR 
images. DECT’s sensitivity to detect rupture of the ACL was 79 % and the 
specificity was 100 %. The accuracy, PPV and NPV were 93 %, 100 % and 91 %, 
respectively. The interobserver proportion of agreement for ACL rupture was 
excellent (kappa value 0.85) in the first reading, and in the second reading there 
were no disagreements between the two readers. The intraobserver proportion of 
agreement for ACL ruptures were excellent and good (kappa values 0.85 and 0.72) 
for the first and second reader, respectively. The proportion of agreement for ACL 
rupture at DECT versus MRI was excellent (kappa values 0.80 and 0.87) in the 
first and second reading, respectively.  
 
Only one total rupture of the PCL was observed in MR images. Both readers 
detected this rupture in DECT images in the first reading, but both missed it during 
the second reading.  
The overall optimal mean keV level for visualization of ACL, PCL and popliteus 
tendon was 63 (range 40–93, SD 10.6). However, a statistical analysis of these 
subjectively assessed optimal keV levels revealed that the evaluations were of low 
repeatability. The intra- and interobserver ICC were poor. We also tested if optimal 
keV levels differed between a ruptured ACL and intact ACL groups, but there was 
?? ???
no statistically significant difference in keV levels between the two groups (P = 
0.302).  
From the three different evaluation protocols the first reader subjectively assessed 
the GSI protocol to be the most useful in 92%, 95% and 86% of cases in the 
evaluation of the ACL, PCL and popliteus tendon, respectively. The bone removal 
protocol was assessed by the first reader to be the best protocol in 8%, 5% and 14% 
of cases in the evaluation of the ACL, PCL and popliteus tendon. The second 
reader assessed the GSI protocol to be the most useful in 89%, 89% and 71% of 
cases and the bone removal protocol in 11 %, 11 % and 29 % of cases in the 
evaluation of the ACL, PCL and popliteus tendon, respectively. Both readers did 
grade the collagen-specific color mapping protocol to be the least usable evaluating 
protocol in every case and ligament structure that was reviewed. There was a 
statistically significant difference in usefulness of the evaluation protocols, p < 
0.001. In post hoc analysis, there was a statistically significant (p < 0.001) 
difference in every reading between the GSI and color mapping groups as well as 
the bone removal and color mapping groups. Between the GSI and bone removal 
groups, the difference was statistically significant in 9 of 12 readings (p=0.012 or 
lower). 
 
 
  
?? ???
DISCUSSION 
 
Knee dislocation (I) 
 
The former understanding of injury mechanism of the knee dislocation was high 
energy trauma or contact-sport related trauma [67, 70, 73, 78, 81]. Prior to 
publication of knee dislocation cases of this thesis (study I) only few single case 
reports of low energy knee dislocation in obese patients were published [64, 65]. 
Almost half (46%) of the knee dislocation patients in this thesis were overweight 
and had suffered low energy trauma. We included in the study only the patients 
with dislocation on radiographs or patients with clearly documented dislocation, 
and this could have increased the portion of low energy trauma patients because we 
have missed some spontaneously reduced high energy dislocations because a 
patient could not recall the knee dislocation because of a high energy multitrauma. 
Prevalence of obesity has increased [58, 60] and this could have increased the 
portion of low-energy knee dislocations because there seems to be correlation of 
obesity and low-energy knee dislocation, as we have demonstrated in this thesis. 
Our study was one the first ones to show that the annual incidence of knee 
dislocation due to low energy trauma in obese patients is not insignificant at a level 
1 trauma center. After our study, similar results have been published in other single 
center studies [82, 83, 122] and also in one nation wide study [68]. 
 
After we had recognized the obese low-energy knee dislocation patients as a novel 
and significant subgroup of the knee dislocation patients, the natural next question 
was if these patients had some special soft tissue injury patterns. Especially we 
were interested if these patients had less or more neurovascular injuries. Our 
findings of soft tissue injuries, however, were mainly in agreement with former 
studies. In the knee dislocation patients in this thesis every patient had an ACL 
?? ???
rupture, and one patient had an intact PCL. Also previous studies had reported few 
cases were one of the cruciate ligaments has been intact [74, 75]. Knee dislocation 
had been associated with meniscal tears [67, 70, 72] In our study, 18% of patients 
had a medial meniscal tear and 36% had a lateral meniscal tear, and these number 
are in agreement with previous studies. When we statistically compared ligament, 
tendon and meniscal injuries of overweight patients with a low energy knee 
dislocation to other knee dislocation patients, the only statistically significant 
difference between the two groups were that overweight patients with low energy 
knee dislocation had fewer popliteal tendon rupture. In other knee dislocation 
publications this finding has not recurred [82, 83]. 
In previous studies, where patients have not been divided in high energy and low 
energy knee dislocation groups, the prevalence of severe peroneal nerve injury has 
been reported to be 20–25% [80, 81]. In our series, 13% of patients had complete 
peroneal palsy, and all of these patients had a high energy injury mechanism. 
Overweight patients with low energy injury mechanism did not have complete 
pernoneal injuries. Patients who had signs of partial peroneal injury were equally 
divided between two groups. In two recent studies low energy knee dislocation 
patients have been reported to have increased risk of peroneal injuries (39-50%) 
and vascular injuries (28-33%) compared to a high energy knee dislocation patients 
[82, 83]. Our results do not support hypothesis of increased risk of peroneal 
injuries in low energy knee dislocation patients. In our material two overweight 
patients with a low energy knee dislocation and one patient with a high energy 
knee dislocation had a popliteal artery injury. However, number of vascular 
injuries in our material is so few that reasonable statistical conclusions can’t be 
made. Patient materials in all these studies have been relatively small and further 
meta-analysis is needed to fully answer question of prevalence of neurovascular 
injuries in low energy knee dislocation patients. 
?? ???
I have made a hypothesis that knee dislocation also causes intimal injuries to 
popliteal artery that does not progress to acute or subacute occlusion or stenosis of 
the vessel, and therefore these asymptomatic injuries are not recognized. It is well 
known that intimal injuries in arteries can lead to intimal hyperplasia. Intimal 
hyperplasia is a caused by vascular smooth muscle cell proliferation and migration 
through the internal elastic lamina, and deposition of extracellular matrix in the 
vessel wall. In long term, this pathology results in local stenosis of the injured 
vessel and also serves as an increased risk site for thrombosis and atherosclerotic 
lesions. [123-126] I am not aware of any study that had focused to these hypothetic 
subtle long-term effects of vascular injuries in knee dislocation patients, and this 
could be interesting subject for further research.  
MRI has been used to evaluate peroneal nerve status in knee injury patients in few 
previous studies [72, 77, 79]. In our series, we found a good correlation between 
patients who had normal peroneal nerve findings on MRI and patients with no 
clinical signs or symptoms of peroneal nerve injury. Significance of finding of a 
hematoma surrounding an intact peroneal nerve remained unclear.  
The subjective image quality of all MR images was evaluated to be diagnostic. 
Statistical analysis of false-positive or false-negative MRI findings between 
overweight low energy knee dislocation patients and other knee dislocation 
patients revealed no statistically significant differences. Based on these findings we 
concluded that obesity does not interfere knee MRI imaging. 
 
Patellar dislocation (II) 
 
In current practice, the only radiological modality that is usually used in acute 
patellar dislocation patients is conventional radiography. However, MDCT is a 
more accurate method to detect bony fragments than plain radiographs or MRI 
?? ???
[104]. In this thesis we demonstrated that 19% bony fragments that were seen on 
MDCT images were not visualized on AP, lateral or trans-axial view of 
conventional radiographs. Also, significance of trans-axial view was demonstrated 
as if only AP lateral views were obtained 59% of bony fragments were missed. 
Also previous studies have shown that a significant number of osteochondral 
fragments are missed on conventional radiographs [98, 99, 101, 102]. Based on 
findings in this thesis and previous studies, it should be considered to increase the 
usage of MDCT for evaluating the presence of bony fragments. 
  
If we propose to increase the use of MDCT for patellar dislocation we should also 
consider what is the clinical significance of these bony fragments that are missed 
on plain radiographs. If a patient has a large bony fragment visible on plain 
radiograph, the more detailed knowledge of possible small fragments, gained by 
using MDCT, is not necessarily helpful to the surgeon. However, if there are only 
small bony fragments that are not visible on plain radiographs, use of MDCT could 
give valuable information that could effect the treatment of the patient. For 
example, chondral injuries could be suspected and these patients could be sent to 
MRI.  Recurrent patellar dislocation patients oftentimes have old bony fragments 
from former patellar dislocations and with MDCT it is usually possible to see the 
difference between new and old bony fragments.  In this thesis we also 
demonstrated that MDCT can be used for detecting the location of the donor site of 
the bony fragment. It is also possible to detect a donor site of the bony fragment on 
plain radiographs [127], however, the donor site visualization on plain radiographs 
was not examined in this thesis.  
If we increase the use of MDCT, in addition to plain radiographs, we also increase 
the radiation dose of these patients. This aspect is particularly important because 
patellar dislocation is common among the pediatric population. However, the 
employment of the modern pediatric dose reduction technology has decreased the 
?? ???
radiation dose [128-130]. Also, in modern CT scanners the penumbra zone is 
relatively smaller than in older CT scanners, and thus these scanners are 
significantly more dose-efficient [131, 132] Most importantly, as we are imaging 
the knee joint the effective doses are small because of the minimal presence of 
radio-sensitive tissues. 
 
Segond fracture and reverse Segond fracture (III and IV) 
 
In this study we had a novel approach to evaluate Segond fracture and reverse 
Segond fracture patients radiological and surgical findings. In contrast to previous 
studies we examined separately patients with a Segond or reverse Segond fracture 
as an isolated osseous injury and patients with Segond or reverse Segond fracture 
combined with a tibial plateau fracture. We showed that there are not only 
similarities but also differences in soft-tissue injury patterns between these two 
groups. 
 
Segond fracture 
 
In previous studies a tibial plateau fracture is associated with disruption of the ACL 
in 18% of cases [41]. However, in this thesis we demonstrated that, if a tibial 
plateau fracture coexists with a Segond fracture, 70 % of patients had an ACL 
injury. Majority of these ACL injuries were avulsion fractures. In previous studies 
Segond fracture is associated with ACL injuries but these injuries has mostly been 
ACL ruptures not avulsion fractures. Also in this thesis patients with isolated 
Segond fractures had no avulsion fracture of the ACL.  
 
If we don’t handle ACL avulsion and ruptures separately, our results are in 
agreement with previous studies. A Segond fracture is associated with ACL injury 
?? ???
in 75–100% of cases [29-31].  In this thesis we found that prevalence of ACL 
injury was 71% and 70 % in patients with an isolated Segond fractures and a 
Segond fracture combined with a tibial plateau fracture, respectively.  
We found a significant difference in prevalence of meniscal injuries between the 
two groups. Only 25% of patients with a Segond fracture combined with a tibial 
plateau fracture had a meniscal injury and 57% of patients with isolated Segond 
fracture had a meniscal injury. In previous studies it has been published that 42-67 
% of Segond fracture patients had meniscal injuries [29-31]. If we do not separate 
the two patient groups, 33% of our patients had a meniscal injury. This is little less 
than in previous studies but could be explained by the fact that in our material there 
was significant proportion of patients with a Segond fracture combined with tibial 
fracture and it seems that these patients have less meniscal injuries. 
Based on our results in this thesis we propose that a Segond fracture is clinically 
significant finding on radiographs of patients with plateau fracture. Tibial plateau 
fracture patients are commonly imaged with conventional radiography and MDCT 
but not with MRI, and soft tissue injuries of thee knee could be missed. Therefore 
it is clinically significant knowledge that if a tibial plateau fracture coexists with a 
Segond fracture, there is a high risk of avulsion fracture of the ACL. All the tibial 
fractures are not treated with operation and when conservative treatment is 
considered to patients with tibial plateau fracture combined with Segond fracture, 
we suggest that MRI should be performed to rule out the ACL injury. 
 
Reverse Segond fracture  
 
Our findings of soft tissue injuries of Reverse Segond patients, differs significantly 
from previous reports. In this study Reverse Segond fracture patients had no PCL 
ruptures and only 14 % of these patients had an avulsion fracture of the PCL. In 
?? ???
previous publications all reverse Segond fracture patients have had an injury of the 
PCL [32, 36, 37]. Based on soft tissue injury patterns of the reverse Segond 
fracture posterior subluxation of the tibia, external rotation and valgus angulation 
of the knee are thought to be the injury mechanism of the reverse Segond fracture 
[32]. Our results suggest that external rotation and posterior subluxation are not 
necessary in the reverse Segond fracture’s mechanism of the injury, because 
majority of our reverse Segond fracture patients had intact PCL. Therefore we 
suggest that valgus angulation is the most essential mechanism of injury. Most of 
the previously published reverse Segond fracture cases have been knee dislocation 
patients [32, 36, 37] and this seems to explain the high incidence of the PCL 
rupture among the previously published cases, as almost every knee dislocation 
patient has ruptures of both cruciate ligaments [133]. In this thesis we report 10 
reverse Segond fracture cases without a knee dislocation. We also reviewed knee 
dislocation patients in our hospital from 11 years’ period of time, and we did not 
find a single reverse Segond fracture in these patients. Therefore, our results do not 
support the association of knee dislocation and reverse Segond fracture. 
 
In previous publications, there has been no discussion of association of a reverse 
Segond fracture and an ACL injury [32, 36, 37]. However, in our material 43 % of 
reverse Segond fracture patients had an avulsion fracture of the ACL. We think 
that this difference is explained by the high prevalence of tibial condyle fracture 
patients in our material. Over half of our patients had an Schatzker type 2 tibial 
condyle fracture. Schatzker type 2 fractures have been strongly associated with 
ACL injuries. It has been reported that 42 % of patients with Schatzker type 2 
fractures had an avulsion fracture of the ACL and 15 % of patients have an ACL 
rupture [40]. Therefore, we do not suggest association of the ACL injury and a 
reverse Segond fracture. 
 
?? ???
DECT of cruciate ligaments (V) 
 
DECT is a relatively new technology. It has many well-known implementations 
such as metal artifact reduction, gout crystal and kidney stone differentiation and 
the differentiation of iodine and calcium from angiographic datasets.  In this thesis 
we studied DECT possibilities to evaluate soft tissue injuries of the knee. This is 
relatively unknown subject, and there are only a few previously published studies. 
[16-18] There is a small 16 patients study where authors showed DECT to have 
high accuracy and interobserver agreement for the detection of complete ACL tears 
[18]. In addition there is an ex vivo experiment with 20 porcine hind legs where 
DECT's sensitivity and specificity to detect ACL rupture was 75 % and 68.8 %. In 
this thesis we reported that DECT has 93 % accuracy to detect a total ACL rupture, 
and DECT versus MRI, inter- and intraobserver proportions of agreement were 
excellent or good in the acute and subacute knee trauma patients. Therefore, our 
results are in agreement with previously published data and in addition, our study 
complements previous findings by demonstrating that DECT can be used for 
evaluating ACL injuries also in the acute trauma setting. 
 
There was only one PCL rupture in our patient material. Therefore, we could not 
properly assess the utilization of DECT in PCL injuries.  
There are few studies that concern DECT ability to visualize soft tissue structures 
and injuries of hand tendons. In these studies authors reported that 65-keV 
monochromatic GSI images had better image quality and ability to display minor 
tendon lesions compared to conventional polychromatic CT images [120, 121]. In 
this thesis, we evaluated what was the subjectively best keV level for visualization 
of the ACL, PCL and popliteus tendon. Our result with knee ligament and tendon 
was close to previously published study with hand tendons. The overall optimal 
mean keV level for visualization of ligaments was 63 keV. However, statistical 
?? ???
analysis revealed that the repeatability was poor. We also tested whether an intact 
ACL would be optimally visualized in a different keV level than a ruptured ACL, 
but no statistically significant difference between the two groups was found. This 
kind of comparison between an intact and an injured structure has not been 
reported in previous publications. 
Published data concerning the clinical application of collagen specific color 
mapping are few and controversial. In our study, two radiologists graded the 
collagen-specific color mapping protocol to be the least usable of evaluating 
protocols in each case and structure that was reviewed compared to GSI and dual-
energy bone removal protocols.  
When proposing a new clinical use of a CT technique potential effect on radiation 
doses has to be discussed. In our material, an estimate of the mean effective dose 
for DECT knee examinations was 0.24 mSv. It has been reported that the mean 
radiation exposure for non-DECT examinations of the knee is 0.16 mSv [134].  
Therefore, it seems that increase of effective dose is only slight, if DECT technique 
is used instead of conventional MDCT.  
  
?? ???
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
Knee dislocation (I) 
 
The annual incidence of knee dislocation due to low-energy trauma in obese 
patients is not insignificant at a level 1 trauma center. The radiologist should be 
aware that, even after a simple fall, obese patients may have a knee dislocation. 
Obesity did not interfere with the performance or subjective image quality of knee 
MRI examinations. In our material, these patients seemed to have fewer 
neurovascular injuries than high energy knee dislocation patients. However, a 
question of associated neurovascular injuries needs further studies to be 
satisfyingly answered.  
 
Patellar dislocation (II) 
MDCT is a useful imaging method to locate bony fragments and donor sites in 
patients with acute dislocation of the patella. There is no significant difference in 
the size, location or donor site of bony fragments between patients who have first-
time or recurrent patellar dislocation. The number of bony fragments in first-time 
dislocators seems to be twice as high as in recurrent dislocators. Based on our 
results, it should be considered to increase the usage of MDCT for evaluating the 
presence of bony fragments and donor sites in acute patellar dislocation patients. 
 
Segond fracture (III) 
 
Radiologists in emergency departments should be aware that a tibial plateau 
fracture combined with a Segond fracture is associated with avulsion fracture of 
the ACL. One of every 32 tibial plateau fractures coexits with a Segond fracture. 
?? ???
Of these patients, 70% have an ACL injury and 71% of these injuries are avulsion 
fractures. Previously reported isolated Segond fractures have mostly been 
associated with ruptures of the ACL with an intact bony insertion site. Patients 
with Segond fracture combined with a tibial plateau fracture may also have fewer 
meniscal injuries (25%) than patients with isolated Segond fractures.  
 
Reverse Segond fracture (IV) 
A reverse Segond fracture is found in 0.64 % of emergency room acute knee 
trauma MDCT examinations in a level 1 trauma center. Our results suggest that 
external rotation and posterior subluxation are not necessary in the reverse Segond 
fracture’s mechanism of the injury as only 14 % of patients in our material had an 
injury of the PCL. We did not find association of knee dislocation and reverse 
Segond fracture. Based on our results, radiologists should not consider reverse 
Segond fracture as a sign of potential unrecognized spontaneously reduced knee 
dislocation, and also radiologists should not consider reverse Segond fracture to be 
indicator of the PCL injury, as former studies had suggested. 
 
DECT of cruciate ligaments (V) 
 
DECT is a usable method to evaluate a total rupture of the ACL in acute knee 
trauma patients. DECT have 79% sensitivity and 100 % specificity to detect a total 
rupture of ACL. This method is also repeatable based on excellent inter- and 
intraobserver proportions of agreement values. The collagen-specific color 
mapping protocol seems not to be useful for evaluating the ACL, PCL or popliteus 
tendon. Monochromatic GSI of 40–140 keV is generally a better protocol to 
evaluate ACL, PCL or popliteus tendon injuries than dual-energy bone removal. In 
monochromatic GSI images, the optimal keV level for visualization of the ACL, 
PCL and popliteus tendon is 63 keV. Our results indicates that if a dual energy CT 
?? ???
technique is available in a trauma center it should also be used in the case of acute 
knee trauma patient to improve diagnostic accuracy of the ACL rupture. 
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